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AP European History 
Course Overview 

AP European History is intended for students who wish to complete classes at the 
secondary school level equivalent to a college introductory course in European history. 
In colleges and universities, European history is increasingly seen in a broad perspective, 
with teaching methods reflecting an awareness of other disciplines and diverse techniques 
of presentation, including visual and statistical materials. The first half of the course 
covers the period from 1450 to the French Revolutionary and Napoleonic era, and the 
second half covers the period from the French Revolutionary and Napoleonic era to the 
present. Cultural, diplomatic, economic, intellectual, political, and social history form 
the basis for the course. Students are expected to demonstrate a solid knowledge of 
chronology and of major events and trends from approximately 1450 (the High 
Renaissance) to the present. The course emphasizes analysis of primary source 
documents and methods of historical writing, both of which are intended to prepare 
students for advanced work in history at the college level. Students will also analyze 
secondary historical literature, music, art, and contemporary European culture. 
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Unit of Study Pacing Essential Enduring Skills Assessment NJCCCS CPI Common Core 
Weeks Questions Understandings Literacy 

Unit I 2 Weeks How was the The Renaissance Analyze primary Comparison/ contrast 6.2.12.B.2.a RH.11-12.1. Cite 
The Renaissance Renaissance involved the source documents, essay for Middle Relate the specific textual 

both a integration of Greco- including, but not Ages and geographic evidence to support 
continuation of Roman culture, limited to the Renaissance ( focus location ofltalian analysis of primary 
the Middle Ages medieval thought, writings of on political theory city-states to the and secondary 
and the beginning and new knowledge (hereafter OR art OR literature) fact that Italy was sources, connecting 
of a new era? of Afro-Eurasian and abbreviated as the center of the insights gained 

American cultures. IBNLT) PowerPoint on Renaissance from specific details 
Machiavelli, artistic techniques of to an understanding 

Humanism was the Castiglione, Pico, Renaissance OR a 6.2.12.D.2.a of the text as a 
hallmark of the V asari, More, specific artist OR Determine the whole. 
Renaissance and Erasmus, Dante, links to Greco- factors that led to 
permeated Petrarch, Boccaccio. Roman art the Renaissance RH.11-12.2. 
philosophy, civic life, and the impact on Determine the 
art, political theory, Analyze works of the arts central ideas or 
scholarship, and elite art by Italian and information of a 
culture. Flemish 6.2.12.D.2.e primary or 

Renaissance artists, Assess the impact secondary source; 
The printing press, IBNLT Da Vinci, of the printing provide an accurate 
the revival of trade, Michelangelo, Van press and other summary that 
economic growth, Eyck, Durer, technologies makes clear the 
contacts with the Breughel, developed on the relationships among 
East, renewed interest Brunelleschi, dissemination of the key details and 
in ancient Greece and Raphael. ideas. ideas 
Rome, and the 
discovery of ancient Analyze change and 6.2.12.D.2.d RH.11-12.7. 
texts led to the continuity over Analyze the Integrate and 
development of the time: medieval vs. impact of new evaluate multiple 
Renaissance in Renaissance ideas, intellectual, sources of 
Europe. culture, art. philosophical, and information 

scientific ideas on presented in diverse 
The ideas and how humans formats and media 
thought of the viewed themselves (e.g., visually, 
Renaissance led and how they quantitatively, as 
directly to the viewed their well as in words) in 
Reformation and the physical and order to address a 
Scientific Revolution. spiritual worlds. question or solve a 

problem. 

WH.11-12.2 Write 
arguments focused 
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on discipline- 
specific content. 

Unit II 2 weeks To what extent The Renaissance, Analyze primary Compare and contrast 6.2.12.D.2.b RH.11-12.l. Cite 
Reformation did the splintering technological source documents, 3 different works of Determine the specific textual 

of Christianity changes, the spread IBNL T Luther, religious art across factors that led to evidence to support 
lead to changes in ofliteracy, doctrinal Calvin, Zwingli, the time period the Reformation analysis of primary 
theology and and liturgical issues Knox, Menno and the impact on and secondary 
philosophy, the in the Roman Simmons, Charles Reenact the Diet of European politics. sources, connecting 
development of Catholic Church, and V, Servetus, Worms insights gained 
social and political disputes led the Roman Catholic from specific details 
political conflict, to the development of Church, the English to an understanding 
and new styles in new religious thought Parliament, Loyola, of the text as a 
art and and the breakup of German peasants, whole. 
architecture? western Christendom. elite and ordinary 

followers of the RH.11-12.2. 
The beliefs of reformers. Determine the 
Protestant reformers central ideas or 
shared theological Analyze baroque information of a 
similarities but also and Calvinist primary or 
differed considerably architecture and secondary source; 
and thus appealed to analyze the reasons provide an accurate 
different sectors of for the elimination summary that 
European society. of saints and the makes clear the 

Holy Family in art. relationships among 
Protestant beliefs led the key details and 
to significant Compare and ideas. 
political, cultural, and contrast the writings 
social changes in of the RH.11-12.6. 
European nations and reformers/ counter- Evaluate authors' 
throughout the world. reformers. differing points of 

view on the same 
The social and historical even or 
political effects of the issue by assessing 
Protestant the authors' claims, 
Reformation led reasoning, and 
directly to the evidence 
Catholic Reformation 
and the Counter- WH.11-12.3 
Reformation. Students' narrative 

skills continue to 
grow in these 
grades. The 
Standards require 

2 
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that students be able 
to incorporate 
narrative elements 
effectively into 
arguments and 
informative/explana 
tory texts. In 
history/social 
studies, students 
must be able to 
incorporate 
narrative accounts 
into their analyses 
of individuals or 
events of historical 
import. 

Unit III 1 week Why did the Nobles, townspeople, Analyze primary Reenact the St. 6.2.12.B.2.b RH.11-12.1. Cite 
The Age of development of and local leaders sources IBNL T Bartholomew's Day Relate the division specific textual 

Religious Wars the Reformation embraced European witch Massacre of European evidence to support 
and the Protestantism as a crazes, French wars regions during this analysis of primary 
Counter/Catholic mean of opposing of religion, and 30 Comp/con essay on time period into and secondary 
Reformation lead monarchies and Years War. wars of religion in 2 those that sources, connecting 
to nearly a century centralized different countries remained Catholic insights gained 
of warfare? authorities. and those that from specific details 

became Protestant to an understanding 
Religious and to the practice of of the text as a 
political differences religion in the whole. 
led to the outbreak of New World. 
extended periods of RH.11-12.2. 
violence in France, Determine the 
Germany, the central ideas or 
Netherlands, information of a 
Scotland, and Eastern primary or 
Europe. secondary source; 

provide an accurate 
Religious wars in summary that 
Central Europe led makes clear the 
directly to the rise of relationships among 
Prussia and the key details and 
redrawing of the map ideas. 
of western and 
central Europe. WH.11-12.1 Write 

arguments focused 

3 
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The early modern on discipline- 
witch crazes were specific content. 
directly linked to 
social tensions WH.11-12.9. Draw 
created by religious evidence from 
upheavals as well as informational texts 
underlying to support analysis 
conceptions of reflection, and 
women's role in research. 
society. 

Unit IV 2 weeks How and why did Western European Analyze primary Recreate the 6.2.12.A.2.c RH.11-12.1. Cite 
State-building, some nations nations engaged in sources IBNL T Gunpowder Plot Determine the specific textual 
Absolutism, and develop a voyages of discovery English Bill of reasons for, and evidence to support 
Constitutionalism constitutional and colonization/ Rights, Levelers' Diagram the the consequences analysis of primary 

government that imperialism to obtain Agreement of the functioning of of, the rise of and secondary 
limited the wealth, power, and People, speeches of governments in powerful, sources, connecting 
authority of the resources. Elizabeth I and absolutist and centralized nation insights gained 
monarchy Philip II, description constitutionalist states in Europe from specific details 
whereas others The influx ofNew of Louis XIV's states (i.e., the French to an understanding 
embraced World silver and the court, Joseph II's absolute monarchy of the text as a 
absolutism? absence of a decree of toleration. Diorama of either and the English whole. 

reformation enabled Louis XIV's limited 
Spain to dominate bedroom OR Peter monarchy). RH.11-12.2. 
Europe in the 161h the Great's throne Determine the 
century. room central ideas or 

information of a 
The desire for Celebrate Guy primary or 
stability and religious Fawkes' Day secondary source; 
unity led to the rise of provide an accurate 
absolutism in France. DBQ on impact of summary that 

influx of silver on makes clear the 
The desire to avoid Europe relationships among 
religious wars and to the key details and 
achieve economic ideas. 
stability led, as well 
as the tradition of the RH.11-12.5. 
king's consulting the Analyze in detail 
nobility, led to the how a complex 
rise of the primary source is 
parliamentary system structured, 
and a limited including how key 
monarchy in England sentences, 
and the Netherlands. paragraphs, and 

4 
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larger portions of 

The erosion of the the text contribute 
Holy Roman Empire to the whole. 
led to the rise of 
Prussia and Austria WH.11-12.7. 
and the decline of Conduct short as 
Poland. well as more 

sustained research 
Russian attempts to projects to answer a 
modernize and question (including 
westernize promoted a self-generated 
the development of question) or solve a 
the czarist system. problem; narrow or 

broaden the inquiry 
when appropriate; 
synthesize multiple 
sources on the 
subject, 
demonstrating 
understanding of 
the subject under 
investigation. 

WH.11-12.8. 
Gather relevant 
information from 
multiple 
authoritative print 
and digital sources, 
using advanced 
searches effectively; 
assess the strengths 
and limitations of 
each source in terms 
of the specific task, 
purpose, and 
audience; integrate 
information into the 
text selectively to 
maintain the flow of 
ideas, avoiding 
plagiarism and 
overreliance on any 

5 
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one source and 
following a 
standard format for 
citation. 

UnitV 3 weeks Why did the The intellectual Analyze primary Create a Hobbesian 6.2.12.D.2.d RH.11-12.1. 
The Scientific Scientific developments of the sources IBNL T State of Nature Analyze the Cite specific textual 

Revolution and the Revolution and Scientific Revolution Copernicus, Galileo, impact of new evidence to support 
Enlightenment the Enlightenment and Enlightenment Newton, Kepler, Reenact a salon or intellectual, analysis of primary 

constitute an affected only a small Boyle, Harvey, coffeehouse philosophical, and and secondary 
intellectual and percentage of Descartes, Pascal, scientific ideas on sources, connecting 
cultural individuals until the Locke, Hobbes, Recreate Boyle's how humans insights gained 
transformation of early 19th century. Rousseau, Voltaire, experiments with viewed themselves from specific details 
European Montesquieu, Adam gases and how they to an understanding 
thought? Technological Smith, Thomas viewed their of the text as a 

changes and the Paine, d'Holbach. Reenact a conference physical and whole. 
curiosity of the between Voltaire and spiritual worlds. 
Renaissance led to major enlightened RH.11-12.2. 
new avenues of absolutists 6.2.12.A.2.a Determine the 
inquiry about the Determine how central ideas or 
natural world and the the principle ideas information of a 
cosmos. of the primary or 

Enlightenment secondary source; 
Epistemology shifted ( e.g., rationalism, provide an accurate 
to the belief that the secularism, summary that 
vast majority of tolerance, makes clear the 
knowledge was empiricism, relationships among 
unknown and had to natural rights, the key details and 
be discovered contractual ideas. 

government, 
New knowledge laissez-faire RH.11-12.3. 
transformed the fields economics, Evaluate various 
of mathematics, promotion by explanations for 
medicine, physics, merit, and new actions or events 
chemistry, theories of and determine 
astronomy, and education) altered which explanation 
biology. political thought in best accords with 

Europe, and trace textual evidence, 
The recognition that the impact of these acknowledging 
the laws of nature ideas over time where the text 
could be quantified leaves matters 
led to attempts to 6.2.12.A.2.b uncertain. 
discern the law that Explain the 
govern human paradox between WH.11-12.1 Write 

6 
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behavior and the the ideology of the arguments focused 
improvement of Enlightenment and on discipline- 
society. the treatment of specific content. 

women and non- 
The philosophes Europeans in WH.11-12.3 
transformed the European society. Students' narrative 
European skills continue to 
philosophical grow in these 
tradition. grades. The 

Standards require 
that students be able 
to incorporate 
narrative elements 
effectively into 
arguments and 
informative/explana 
tory texts. In 
history/social 
studies, students 
must be able to 
incorporate 
narrative accounts 
into their analyses 
of individuals or 
events of historical 
import. 

Unit VI 2 weeks Why, despite The introduction of Analyze primary Reenact the Great 6.2. 12.C. l .b RH.11-12.l. Cite 
Society, Economics, agricultural and new agricultural sources IBNL T Cat Massacre Trace the specific textual 
and Culture, 1600- industrial techniques and crops Wealth of Nations, movement of evidence to support 

1789 innovations that dramatically altered descriptions of elite Essay on I 8th century essential analysis of primary 
led to the growth European diets and culture, descriptions popular literature commodities ( e.g., and secondary 
of national wealth, led to significant of peasant life, sugar, cotton) sources, connecting 
did the lives of population growth. extracts from Allow for class from Asia to insights gained 
ordinary popular literature, performance of Europe to from specific details 
Europeans remain Mechanization of and descriptions of dramatic readings or America, and to an understanding 
largely British textile early factories. classical music determine the of the text as a 
unchanged? production led to impact of trade on whole. 

British industrial Listen to classical DBQ on popular the New World's 
dominance, European and Baroque music culture or elite economy and RH.11-12.4. 
urbanization, and and read extracts culture (paired group society. Determine the 
changes in the from 1 ih and 18th work) meaning of words 
lifestyles of workers. century drama and 6.2.12.C. l .c and phrases as they 

fiction. Assess the role of are used in a text, 

7 
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The rise of an urban mercantilism in including analyzing 
middle class and stimulating how an author uses 
innovations in trade European and refines the 
led to the decline of expansion through meaning of a key 
mercantilism and the trade, conquest, term over the course 
rise of capitalism. and colonization. of a text ( e.g., how 

Madison defines 
The aristocracy 6.2.12.C. l .d faction in Federalist 
resisted change and Determine the No. 10). 
re-doubled their effects of 
efforts to retain increased global RH.11-12.7. 
ancient privileges, trade and the Integrate and 
thus preventing the importation of evaluate multiple 
majority of ordinary gold and silver sources of 
Europeans from from the New information 
developing lives World on inflation presented in diverse 
outside the family in Europe, formats and media 
economy. Southwest Asia, ( e.g., visually, 

and Africa. quantitatively, as 
The emergence of well as in words) in 
popular culture failed 6.2.12.D. l.a order to address a 
to bridge the gap Assess the question or solve a 
between the elites political, social, problem. 
and the ordinary and economic 
people. impact of the WH.11-12.1 Write 

Columbian arguments focused 
The lives of elite Exchange of on discipline- 
women remained plants, animals, specific content. 
largely separate from ideas, and 
those of elite men, pathogens on WH.11-12.8. 
while the lives of Europeans and Gather relevant 
ordinary men and Native Americans. information from 
women were closely multiple 
intertwined. 6.2.12.D.3.b authoritative print 

Explain how and digital sources, 
industrialization using advanced 
and urbanization searches effectively; 
affected class assess the strengths 
structure, family and limitations of 
life, and the daily each source in terms 
lives of men, of the specific task, 
women, and purpose,and 
children. audience; integrate 

8 
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information into the 
text selectively to 
maintain the flow of 
ideas, avoiding 
plagiarism and 
overreliance on any 
one source and 
following a 
standard format for 
citation. 

Unit VII 2 weeks How did the The French Analyze primary Mock trial: 6.2.12.A.3.a RH.11-12.1. Cite 
The French French Revolution Revolution sources IBNL T Napoleon as war Explain how and specific textual 

Revolution and the and Napoleon's represented the cahiers, Abbe criminal why various ideals evidence to support 
Age ofNapoleon imperial culmination of Sieyes on the 3rd ( e.g., liberty, analysis of primary 

ambitions to economic instability, Estate, Declaration Living museum popular and secondary 
remake Europe political ineptitude, of the Rights of exhibit of FR and sovereignty, sources, connecting 
lead to a and class conflict. Man and Citizen, Napoleon natural rights, insights gained 
permanent Declaration of the democracy, and from specific details 
transformation of The moderate, Rights of Women, DBQ on perceptions nationalism) to an understanding 
European radical, and Civil Constitution of of Robespierre and became driving of the text as a 
economics, reactionary phases of the Clergy, liberty forces for reforms whole. 
politics, and the French Robespierre's and revolutions. 
culture? Revolution reflected speeches, Edmund RH.11-12.2. 

changing conceptions Burke, trial 6.2.12.A.3 .c Determine the 
ofliberty and the role testimony of the Relate the central ideas or 
of government. Bourbons, responses of information of a 

Napoleon's various primary or 
The French writings, Congress governments to secondary source; 
Revolution of Vienna. pressure for self- provide an accurate 
dramatically government or summary that 
transformed Annotated timeline self-determination makes clear the 
conceptions of of Revolution and to subsequent relationships among 
religion, order, and Napoleon's Empire reform or the key details and 
culture throughout revolution. ideas. 
western Europe. Analyze 

revolutionary art, 6.2.12.A.3.d RH.11-12.8. 
Napoleon's attempts propaganda, music. Assess the extent Evaluate an 
to create a to which author's premises, 
"federation of revolutions during claims, and 
Europe" created a this time period evidence by 
climate of unrest that resulted in the corroborating or 
lasted for most of the expansion of challenging them 
19th centurv, political. social. with other 

9 
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and economic information. 
rights and 
opportunities. RH.11-12.9. 

Integrate 
6.2.12.D.3.a information from 
Explain how diverse sources, 
individuals and both primary and 
groups promoted secondary, into a 
revolutionary coherent 
actions and understanding of an 
brought about idea or event, 
change during this noting discrepancies 
time period. among sources. 

WH.11-12.3 
Students' narrative 
skills continue to 
grow in these 
grades. The 
Standards require 
that students be able 
to incorporate 
narrative elements 
effectively into 
arguments and 
informative/ explana 
tory texts. In 
history/social 
studies, students 
must be able to 
incorporate 
narrative accounts 
into their analyses 
of individuals or 
events of historical 
import. 

Unit VITI 3 weeks How did new The Congress of Analyze primary Timeline of 6.2.12.A.3.a RH.11-12.1. Cite 
The Age of political and Vienna attempted to sources IBNL T revolutions and Explain how and specific textual 

Ideologies and economic restore the pre- Communist unifications why various ideals evidence to support 
Nation-Building in ideologies revolutionary balance Manifesto, John (e.g., liberty, analysis of primary 
the 19th Century transform the map of power in Europe. Stuart Mill, Essay comparing and popular and secondary 

of Europe and Bismarck, contrasting 2 of the 4 sovereignty, sources,connecting 
challenge existing Naooleon's conquests Garibaldi, Cavour, major ideolozies of natural rizhts, insights gained 

10 
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beliefs about unleashed nationalist Metternich, the period and democracy, and from specific details 
political order? aspirations Decembrist Revolt, explaining their nationalism) to an understanding 

throughout British reform contradictions became driving of the text as a 
continental Europe, legislation, Irish forces for reforms whole. 
which led to Nationalism, Herzl. Create a meeting and revolutions. 
revolutions between Bismarck, RH.11-12.2. 
throughout the first Complete maps Cavour, Napoleon 6.2.12.A.3.c Determine the 
halfofthe 19th showing Europe III, Mazzini, Relate the central ideas or 
century. pre-Congress of Gladstone, Disraeli, responses of information of a 

Vienna, post- Franz Joseph, various primary or 
Britain represented Congress of Vienna, Alexander III governments to secondary source; 
the culmination of post German/Italian pressure for self- provide an accurate 
19th century political unification. government or summary that 
and economic self-determination makes clear the 
liberalism. to subsequent relationships among 

reform or the key details and 
Although Italian revolution. ideas. 
unification was based 
on liberal ideology, 6.2.12.A.3.d RH.11-12.6. 
the resultant nation Assess the extent Evaluate authors' 
was highly to which differing points of 
conservative, revolutions during view on the same 
whereas German this time period historical even or 
unification resulted in the issue by assessing 
represented the expansion of the authors' claims, 
triumph of political, social, reasoning, and 
conservative and economic evidence. 
ideology. rights and 

opportunities. WH.11-12.1 Write 
Russia and Austria- arguments focused 
Hungary struggled to 6.2.12.D.3.a on discipline- 
maintain their Explain how specific content. 
empires in the face of individuals and 
growing nationalist groups promoted WH.11-12.5. 
movements. revolutionary Develop and 

actions and strengthen writing 
Marx and Engel's brought about as needed by 
communist theories change during this planning, revising, 
challenged existing time period. editing, rewriting, 
political, social, and or trying a new 
economic practices. 6.2.12.C.3.c approach, focusing 

Compare the on what is most 
Nationalism in characteristics of significant for a 

11 
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central and eastern capitalism, specific purpose 
Europe provoked communism, and and audience. 
waves of anti- socialism to 
Semitism, which in determine why 
turn led to the each system 
development of emerged in 
Zionism. different world 

rezions 
Unit IX 2 weeks How and why did In the first half of the Analyze primary Essay: use 6.2.12.B.3.a RH.11-12.1. Cite 

Industrialization technological 19th century, sources IBNL T documentary Assess the impact specific textual 
and Imperialism innovation and continental European Sadler Report, evidence to develop of imperialism by evidence to support 

economic growth countries attempted Factory Discipline, and justify a pro- or comparing and analysis of primary 
in Europe lead to to "catch up" to Veblen, Zola, anti-imperialist contrasting the and secondary 
territorial British Rhodes, Conrad, argument political sources, connecting 
expansion and industrialization by Kipling, Berlin boundaries of the insights gained 
imperialism in using coal, iron, and Conference. Reenact Heart of world in 1815 and from specific details 
Latin America, steam. Darkness 1914. to an understanding 
Africa, and Asia? Analyze political of the text as a 

In the second half of cartoons: pro- and PowerPoints on 6.2.12.B.3.b whole. 
the 19th century, oil, anti-imperialist; pro- industrial Relate the 
chemicals, steel, and and anti- themes/imagery Industrial RH.11-12.2. 
electricity fueled a industrialization. Revolution to Determine the 
new Industrial Recreate the Berlin population growth, central ideas or 
Revolution in Conference (with an new migration information of a 
western and central African patterns, pnmary or 
European countries. representative) urbanization, and secondary source; 

the environment. provide an accurate 
Industrialization summary that 
provoked significant 6.2.12.C.3.a makes clear the 
negative criticism, Analyze relationships among 
prompting legislation interrelationships the key details and 
to improve the lives among the ideas. 
and working "agricultural 
conditions of revolution," RH.11-12.4. 
laborers. population growth, Determine the 

industrialization, meaning of words 
The need for raw specialization of and phrases as they 
materials and natural labor, and patterns are used in a text, 
resources led to of land-holding. including analyzing 
aggressive European how an author uses 
colonization of 6.2.12.C.3.b and refines the 
Africa and Asia and Analyze meaning of a key 
the growth of interrelationships term over the course 

12 
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economies of among the of a text ( e.g., how 
dependence in Latin Industrial Madison defines 
America. Revolution, faction in Federalist 

nationalism, No. 10). 
competition for 
global markets, WH.11-12.3 
imperialism, and Students' narrative 
natural resources. skills continue to 

grow in these 
6.2.12.D.3.d grades. The 
Analyze the extent Standards require 
to which racism that students be able 
was both a cause to incorporate 
and consequence narrative elements 
of imperialism, effectively into 
and evaluate the arguments and 
impact of informative/explana 
imperialism from tory texts. In 
multiple history/social 
perspectives. studies, students 

must be able to 
incorporate 
narrative accounts 
into their analyses 
of individuals or 
events of historical 
import. 

UnitX 3 weeks How did Visceral reactions to Analyze primary Reenact the 6.2.12.C.3.d RH.11-12.1. Cite 
Society and Culture European society the Enlightenment sources IBNL T discovery of Jack the Determine how, specific textual 

1815-1914 and culture and early Shelley, Ripper's crimes and the extent to evidence to support 
"become industrialization led Wordsworth, Ibsen, (partner with Med which, scientific analysis of primary 
modem?" to the Romanticism Goethe, Maupassant Lab class) and technological and secondary 

and the celebration of Pankhurst, Freud, changes, sources, connecting 
the irrational. Pasteur, Nietzsche, Power points on transportation, and insights gained 

Sorel, Darwin, the Victorian fashion, new forms of from specific details 
Economic Goncourt brothers, police forces/science energy brought to an understanding 
development and new Doyle, Wilde. of detection, Crystal about massive of the text as a 
technologies Jed to Palace Exhibition, social, economic, whole. 
urbanization and the Compare/contrast Eiffel Tower, and cultural 
growth of a consumer Romantic, Gothic, undergrounds, changes. RH.l l-12.2. 
society. Realist, worlds' fairs, Determine the 

Impressionist, and Scandinavian 6.2.12.D.3.b central ideas or 
Technological post- Impressionist women, spiritualism, Explain how information of a 

13 
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progress forced art, and bereavement rituals, industrialization primary or 
nations to confront photography. prison conditions, and urbanization secondary source; 
the problems of Moulin Rouge, Gran affected class provide an accurate 
sanitation and Analyze maps of Guignol, opera, structure, family summary that 
hygiene, urban London, Paris, shtetls life, and the daily makes clear the 
poverty, slums, Berlin, and Moscow lives of men, relationships among 
crime, and disease from the early and Reenact scenes from women, and the key details and 
and to develop late 19th century. A Doll's House children. ideas. 
innovative solution. 

RH.11-12.9. 
Whereas Realism Integrate 
depicted society as it information from 
was, Impressionism diverse sources, 
sought to depict both primary and 
society as idealized secondary, into a 
and beautiful. coherent 

understanding of an 
The theories of idea or event, 
Charles Darwin noting discrepancies 
dramatically altered among sources. 
beliefs about science 
and God and the WH.11-12.7. 
development of Conduct short as 
Social Darwinism. well as more 

sustained research 
Women's lives were projects to answer a 
transformed by the question {including 
needs of industrial a self-generated 
society, and women question) or solve a 
gained greater access problem; narrow or 
to education, broaden the inquiry 
employment, when appropriate; 
property, and synthesize multiple 
personal freedoms. sources on the 

subject, 
By the end of the 19th demonstrating 
century, understanding of 
advancements in the subject under 
physics, astronomy, investigation. 
medicine, and 
psychology 
challenged existing 
beliefs about man, his 

14 
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mind, and the 
universe. 

Unit XI 3 weeks Why did the "war The alliance system, Analyze primary Reenact the Battle of Analyze RH.11-12.1. Cite 
The Great War, to end all wars" new technology, sources IBNL T the Somme government specific textual 

Political produce economic militarism, Remarque, literature responses to the evidence to support 
Experiments, and instability, nationalism, and the on war enthusiasm Essay comparing Great Depression analysis of primary 
Society to 1939 political challenges of empire & militarism, war Weimar and Nazi and their and secondary 

extremism, and combined to create poetry, Sartre, Black art/film consequences, sources, connecting 
disillusionment? the first modern, Hand Manifesto; including the insights gained 

global conflict. Austrian ultimatum; Power points on growth of fascist, from specific details 
Great Depression, "great" dictators socialist, and to an understanding 

WWI, the Russian Fascism, Nazism, communist of the text as a 
Revolution, and the Phalangists, Coffeehouse with ex- movements and whole. 
subsequent peace Communism, pats & dictators the effects on 
settlement created Russian Revolution. capitalist RH.11-12.2. 
new anxieties about economic theory Determine the 
technology, political Analyze W eirnar and practice. central ideas or 
stability, and film and art; information of a 
economic survival. Guernica. 6.2.12.C.4.d primary or 

Analyze the ways secondary source; 
The Armenian in which new provide an accurate 
Genocide represented forms of summary that 
the first of several communication, makes clear the 
attempts to destroy transportation, and relationships among 
minority populations weaponry affected the key details and 
in Europe. relationships ideas. 

between 
Worldwide economic governments and RH.11-12.9. 
depression and fears their citizens and Integrate 
of communism led to bolstered the information from 
the rise ofright-wing power of new diverse sources, 
extremist authoritarian both primary and 
governments in regimes during secondary, into a 
western and central this period. coherent 
Europe. understanding of an 

6.2.12.D.4.a idea or event, 
The western liberal Analyze the extent noting discrepancies 
states' fears of to which among sources. 
another global nationalism, 
conflict led to a industrialization, WH.11-12.7. 
policy of appeasing territory disputes, Conduct short as 
Nazi Germany. imperialism, well as more 

militarism, and sustained research 
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alliances led to projects to answer a 
World War I. question (including 

a self-generated 
6.2.12.D.4.b question) or solve a 
Analyze the problem; narrow or 
Treaty of broaden the inquiry 
Versailles and the when appropriate; 
League ofNations synthesize multiple 
from the sources on the 
perspectives of subject, 
different nations. demonstrating 

understanding of 
6.2.12.D.4.g the subject under 
Analyze the role investigation. 
of nationalism and 
propaganda in WH.11-12.9. Draw 
mobilizing civilian evidence from 
populations in informational texts 
support of "total to support analysis 
war," reflection, and 

research. 
6.2.12.D.4.e 
Compare how 
Allied countries 
responded to the 
expansionist 
actions of 
Germany and 
Italy. 

Unit XII 1 week Why did The invasions of Analyze primary Power points posted 6.2.12.D.4.d RH.11-12.1. Cite 
WWII economic Poland and sources IBNL T to Moodie: battles, Analyze the extent specific textual 

in European instability and Czechoslovakia Nazi-Soviet Pact, aerial bombing, war to which the evidence to support 
Perspective militarism lead to provoked a continent- Holocaust, Tehran, guilt, concentration legacy of World analysis of primary 

World War II and wide and world-wide Yalta, Potsdam, camps, child War I, the global and secondary 
the defeat of conflict that only Lend-Lease Act, refugees, propaganda depression, ethnic sources, connecting 
fascism? ended when the US speeches by campaigns (Allied and ideological insights gained 

assisted Britain and Winston Churchill, and Axis), ciphers, conflicts, from specific details 
the USSR. role of women. spy gadgets, neutral imperialism, and to an understanding 

nations and traditional of the text as a 
European countries neutrality, home political or whole. 
that were not directly front, Jewish refugee economic rivalries 
allied with the Axis crisis, collaborators caused World War RH.11-12.2. 
powers engaged in IL Determine the 
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collaborative Reenact scenes from central ideas or 
activities. Judgment at 6.2.12.D.4.i information of a 

Nuremberg and Compare and primary or 
WWII transformed Diary of Anne Frank contrast the secondary source; 
the roles of women, actions of provide an accurate 
who entered the work individuals as summary that 
force to replace men perpetrators, makes clear the 
at war. bystanders, and relationships among 

rescuers during the key details and 
WWII transformed events of ideas. 
the domestic lives of persecution or 
an entire continent, genocide, and WH.11-12.3 
left much ofEurope describe the long- Students' narrative 
in ruins, and led to term consequences skills continue to 
major refugee crises. of genocide for all grow in these 

involved. grades. The 
Hitler's desire to Standards require 
destroy the USSR led 6.2.12.D.4.j that students be able 
to his decision to Analyze how the to incorporate 
destroy "Bolshevik social, economic, narrative elements 
Jewry" and and political roles effectively into 
implement the Final of women were arguments and 
Solution. transformed informative/explana 

during this time tory texts. In 
period. history/social 

studies, students 
6.2.12.D.4.l must be able to 
Assess the cultural incorporate 
impact of World narrative accounts 
War I, the Great into their analyses 
Depression, and of individuals or 
World War II. events of historical 

import. 
6.2.12.C.4.b 
Compare and 
contrast World 
War I and II in 
terms of 
technological 
innovations (i.e., 
industrial 
production, 
scientific research. 

AP European History 
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war tactics) and 
social impact (i.e., 
national 
mobilization, loss 
of life, and 
destruction of 
property). 

6.2.12.B.4.b 
Determine how 
geography 
impacted military 
strategies and 
major turning 
points during 
World War II. 

6.2.12.B.4.d 
Explain the 
intended and 
unintended 
consequences of 
new national 
boundaries 
established by the 
treaties that ended 
World War II. 

Unit XIII 2 weeks Why did the The desire to prevent Analyze primary Analyze Cold War 6.2.12.C.4.c RH.11-12.l. Cite 
The Cold War in aftermath of Germany from ever sources IBNL T political cartoons Assess the short- specific textual 

European WWII lead to a wreaking havoc again Berlin Wall, (eastern and western) and long-term evidence to support 
Perspective rivalry between led to the UN, the Warsaw Pact, demographic, analysis of primary 

East and West that Iron Curtain, the NATO,Cuban Recreate the fall of social, economic, and secondary 
dominated formation of NA TO Missile Crisis, Ceausescu and environmental sources, connecting 
European affairs and the Warsaw Pact, Khrushchev, Mad consequences of insights gained 
from the late and the Berlin Wall. Magazine (Spy vs. Debate on the the violence and from specific details 
1940s until 1991? Spy), arms dissolution of the destruction of the to an understanding 

European nations reduction talks. USSR two World Wars. of the text as a 
were involved in whole. 
African and Asian Debate on Olympic 6.2.12.A.5.a 
proxy wars between Boycotts Explain how and RH.11-12.2. 
the US and the why differences in Determine the 
USSR. ideologies and central ideas or 

policies between information of a 
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Countries in eastern the United States primary or 
Europe attempted to and the USSR secondary source; 
break free of Soviet resulted in a cold provide an accurate 
dominance but were war, the formation summary that 
suppressed by the of new alliances, makes clear the 
USSR and its and periodic relationships among 
satellites. military clashes. the key details and 

ideas. 
The formation of 6.2.12.A.5.b 
Solidarity in Poland, Analyze the RH.11-12.6. 
the fall of Warsaw structure and goals Evaluate authors' 
Pact regimes, and the of the United differing points of 
collapse of the Berlin Nations and view on the same 
Wall led directly to evaluate the historical even or 
the implosion of the organization's issue by assessing 
USSR. ability to solve or the authors' claims, 

mediate reasoning, and 
international evidence. 
conflicts. 

RH.11-12.7. 
6.2.12.B.5.a Integrate and 
Determine the evaluate multiple 
impact of sources of 
geography on information 
decisions made by presented in diverse 
the Soviet Union, formats and media 
and evaluate the (e.g., visually, 
impact of these quantitatively, as 
events on well as in words) in 
changing national order to address a 
boundaries in question or solve a 
Eastern Europe problem. 
and Asia. 

WH.11-12.l Write 
6.2.12.A.5.e arguments focused 
Assess the on discipline- 
progress of human specific content. 
and civil rights 
around the world WH.11-12.7. 
since the 1948 Conduct short as 
U.N. Declaration well as more 
of Human Rights. sustained research 

projects to answer a 

AP European History 6/26/2012 
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6.2.12.B.5.b question (including 
Analyze the a self-generated 
reasons for the question) or solve a 
Cold War and the problem; narrow or 
collapse of the broaden the inquiry 
Soviet Union, and when appropriate; 
evaluate the synthesize multiple 
impact of these sources on the 
events on subject, 
changing national demonstrating 
boundaries in understanding of 
Eastern Europe the subject under 
and Asia investigation. 

6.2.12.C.5.b 
Compare and 
contrast free 
market capitalism, 
Western European 
democratic 
socialism, and 
Soviet 
communism. 

6.2.12.C.5.a 
Explain how and 
why Western 
European 
countries and 
Japan achieved 
rapid economic 
recovery after 
World War II. 

6.2.12.C.5.c 
Assess the impact 
of the international 
arms race, the 
space race, and 
nuclear 
proliferation on 
international 
politics from 
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multiple I perspectives. 

Unit XIV 2 weeks How and why did Displacement of Analyze primary Hold a Eurovision 6.2.12.C.5.a RH.11-12.1. Cite 
Society in the Post- European society peoples and sources IBNL T: contest Explain how and specific textual 

War Era become "modem" economic dislocation Feminism, De why Western evidence to support 
in the aftermath of led to new migration Beauvoir, popular Power points of the European analysis of primary 
WWII? and settlement culture, social transformation of countries and and secondary 

patterns within welfare state, popular culture Japan achieved sources, connecting 
Europe. Americanization, rapid economic insights gained 

Beatles, Essay: develop a recovery after from specific details 
Decolonization and immigration, definition of World War II. to an understanding 
global conflicts led to multiculturalism, "modem" and defend of the text as a 
the arrival of former decolonization, it using examples of 6.2.12.D.5.d whole. 
colonial residents in European Union, European culture Analyze how 
European states and Chernobyl. feminist RH.11-12.2. 
debates about culture movements and Determine the 
and identity as well Timeline of key social conditions central ideas or 
as globalization. events in the have affected the information of a 

development of the lives of women in primary or 
The rise of the European Union different parts of secondary source; 
welfare state, the the world, and provide an accurate 
elimination of Chart the changing evaluate women's summary that 
fascism, and the national borders on progress toward makes clear the 
collapse of maps. social equality, relationships among 
communism led to economic equality, the key details and 
the creation of a Compare and and political ideas. 
continent molded contrast European equality in various 
largely in the image popular music from countries. RH.11-12.7. 
of western, liberal the 1950s to 1980s. Integrate and 
democracies. 6.2.12.D.5.c evaluate multiple 

Analyze crowd Assess the sources of 
The formation of the responses to soccer influence of information 
EEC and the EU led matches. television, the presented in diverse 
to increased Internet, and other formats and media 
integrated economic forms of electronic (e.g., visually, 
and political communication on quantitatively, as 
cooperation. the creation and well as in words) in 

diffusion of order to address a 
The US and Europe cultural and question or solve a 
developed a political problem. 
symbiotic information, 
relationship that worldwide. WH.11-12.7. 
transformed popular Conduct short as 
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culture and patterns 6.2.12.C.6.a well as more 
of consumption on Evaluate efforts of sustained research 
both continents. governmental, projects to answer a 

nongovernmental, question (including 
and international a self-generated 
organizations to question) or solve a 
address economic problem; narrow or 
imbalances and broaden the inquiry 
social inequalities. when appropriate; 

synthesize multiple 
sources on the 
subject, 
demonstrating 
understanding of 
the subject under 
investigation. 

Unit XV 3 weeks How has the ideal The establishment of Analyze primary Debate the role of 6.2.12.A.5.d RH.11-12.1. Cite 
Contemporary of European unity the European sources IBNL T NATO as a global Analyze the specific textual 

Europe both transformed Parliament and the globalization, policeman causes and evidence to support 
the concept of creation of the Euro nationalism, consequences of analysis of primary 
"Europe" and have integrated European Union, Essay - analyze the mass killings ( e.g., and secondary 
been challenged economies and neo-fascism, pros and cons of Cambodia, sources, connecting 
by dissension political systems. Bosnian genocide, European integration Rwanda, Bosnia- insights gained 
among member breakup of Herzegovina, from specific details 
states? Integration has made Yugoslavia, nuclear Somalia, and to an understanding 

it more difficult for power, agricultural Sudan), and of the text as a 
individual countries policy. evaluate the whole. 
to retain their identity responsibilities of 
and independence. Read newspapers the world RH.11-12.2. 

from different community in Determine the 
Minority populations countries re: response to such central ideas or 
and homogenization Maastricht (in events. information of a 
of culture have led to original languages if primary or 
increased possible). 6.2.12.D.5.c secondary source; 
nationalism, Assess the provide an accurate 
including separatist influence of summary that 
movements, ethnic television, the makes clear the 
cleansing and the rise Internet, and other relationships among 
of right-wing forms of electronic the key details and 
political parties. communication on ideas. 

the creation and 
Debates over the role diffusion of RH.11-12.6. 
ofNATO in global cultural and Evaluate authors' 
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conflicts have led to political differing points of 
divisions within the information, view on the same 
European worldwide. historical even or 
community. issue by assessing 

6.2.12.A.6.b the authors' claims, 
Analyze the reasoning, and 
relationships and evidence. 
tensions between 
national RH.11-12.9. 
sovereignty and Integrate 
global interest in information from 
matters such as diverse sources, 
territory, both primary and 
economic secondary, into a 
development, use coherent 
of natural understanding of an 
resources, and idea or event, 
human rights. noting discrepancies 

among sources. 
6.2.12.B.6.a 
Determine the WH.11-12.4 
global impact of Produce clear and 
increased coherent writing in 
population growth, which the 
migration, and development, 
changes in urban- organization, and 
rural populations style are appropriate 
on natural to task, purpose, 
resources and land and audience. 
use. 

Unit XVI 3 weeks How can students Practice writing Take sample exams 6.2.12 
Exam Review integrate DBQs and free- (from AP Central site 

knowledge and response questions. and review books) 
skills to prepare 
for the AP exam? Review multiple Use AP Central 

choice techniques. Website and textbook 
website for review 

Analyze and 
evaluate previously 
released exam 
questions and 
responses. 

Unit XVII 5 weeks I What changes in Debates about the Analyze current EU Council I 6.2.12.C.6.b RH.11-12.2. 
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Post Exam European society nature and debates in Simulation Compare and Determine the 

and culture have functioning of the newspapers and contrast central ideas or 
occurred in the European Union other media relating Banquet: everybody demographic information of a 
21st century? dominate modem to current issues. researches the cuisine trends in primary or 

European of a different country, industrialized and secondary source; 
consciousness today. presents a short developing provide an accurate 

report on it, and nations, and summary that 
Sinicization, rather prepares foods evaluate the makes clear the 
than typical of the country potential impact of relationships among 
Americanization, is for a late lunch these trends on the the key details and 
of major concern to economy, political ideas. 
Europeans today. Parody of current stability, and use 

European leaders set of resources. RH.11-12.7. 
Global warming and to Euro pop Integrate and 
climate change have 6.2.12.C.6.c evaluate multiple 
altered economic, Assess the role of sources of 
financial, political, government information 
and cultural policy. monetary policies, presented in diverse 

central banks, formats and media 
international (e.g., visually, 
investment, and quantitatively, as 
exchange rates well as in words) in 
play in order to address a 
maintaining stable question or solve a 
regional and problem. 
global economies. 

WH.11-12.1 Write 
6.2.12.C.6.d arguments focused 
Determine how on discipline- 
the availability of specific content. 
scientific, 
technological, and WH.11-12.6. Use 
medical advances technology, 
impacts the quality including the 
of life in different Internet, to produce, 
countries. publish, and update 

individual or shared 
6.2.12.D.6.a writing products in 
Assess the role of response to ongoing 
increased personal feedback, including 
and business new arguments or 
electronic information. 
communications 
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in creating a 
"global" culture, 
and evaluate the 
impact on 
traditional cultures 
and values. 

6.3.12.C.l 
Participate in a 
real or simulated 
hearing about a 
social issue with a 
related economic 
impact ( e.g., 
growing health 
care costs, 
immigration), and 
justify conclusions 
after weighing 
evidence from 
multiple experts 
and stakeholders. 

6.3.12.D.1 
Analyze current 
laws involving 
individual rights 
and national 
security, and 
evaluate how the 
laws might be 
applied to a 
current case study 
that cites a 
violation of an 
individual's 
constitutional 
rights. 
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